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Front cover image: Killahara Castle in January 2010 by artist Jennie Castle www.viewfineart.com 

Back cover image: Killahara Castle restoration as envisaged by unknown artist, 1852 
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Introducing Killahara Castle 

 

This compilation of the history of Killahara Castle was undertaken as part of the recent 

refurbishment/conservation project. We were very fortunate in the local help we got and 

in the rich sources we found. The result is that we now have a more complete history of 

this castle than exists of most buildings of this type. Killahara Castle’s story reflects a 

great swathe of the history of the countryside it overlooks, and further afield. We are 

happy to be able to share this with you.  

This is still a work in progress and we are always very pleased to receive corrections and 

additions.  

Origins 
 

Local belief is that Killahara Castle was built by the Fogarty clan in around 1400. 

However, archeological experts say that it is more likely to have been built in the mid 

1500s. That is near the end of the era in which castles of its kind, ‘tower house’1 castles, 

were built2. This view is based largely on the proportions (it is a larger finer structure than 

the earlier castles) and the single barrel vault over the third floor.3 Furthermore, the finer 

detailing on the stone work (e.g. hammer dressing on the quoins, fine pecking and drafted 

margins), is typical of the style of stonework favoured towards the end of the tower house 

castle era.  

The Fogartys 
 

The Ó Forgertie/Fogerty/Fogarty family was a powerful clan in the North Tipperary area. 

Unlike many powerful families of the time, this was clan of Gaelic (rather than Anglo 

                                                        

 

 

1 The term ‘tower house’ was introduced only in the 19th century, as explained by Dorcas Birthistle in her 

paper entitled ‘Some Tower Houses in the Barony of Gowran County Kilkenny’.  

2This is the opinion of preeminent archeological expert, David Sweetman, and is also the view expressed 

by the authors of the survey of Tower Houses and Bawns undertaken by archeologists from the National 
Monuments division of the Dept. of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government. The greater number 

of the ‘tower house’ castles (in excess of 3500 were thought to have been built) were built between the 

1440s and the early 1600’s. 
3 All known early castles of this type have a lower barrel vault over the ground or first floor and may have 

another over a higher floor.    
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Norman) roots. It is likely that the clan were descendants of Fogartach, High King of 

Ireland from about 693 to 719 AD. 

Even the placenames in the area tell of their ancient dominance. Killahara Castle is 

situated in the parish of Loughmore West, which in turn is located in the Barony of 

Eliogarty (previously, Ely O’Fogarty or Éile Ui Fhogartaigh) and the neighbouring 

barony of Kilnalongurty was also at one time presided over by the Fogarty Chieftancy. 4  

According to local historians, Nora Doran and Peter Fogarty5, the castle, along with 1500 

acres of surrounding lands was in the control of the Ó Fogartie/Fogarty clan in the 

1500’s. The original owner may well have been one Chief Donagh Ó Fogartie. Donagh 

was killed in the Battle of Latteragh in 1583 – part of a feud with ‘marauding’ Burkes 

from the West of the Country.  

The land is recorded as having been ‘sold’ to the Purcells in 1583. However, Nora points 

out that this could not have taken place, as the Fogarties operated under Brehon law right 

up to Cromwellian times. Under Brehon law the lands belonged to the clan and could not 

have been sold by the Chief. What she believes happened is that the Chief was married to 

a Purcell (Ellen). The Purcells at that stage were clients of the Butler Earls of Ormond 

and so would have been observant of English law, under which the widow was entitled to 

ownership and to sell or transfer the holding to her own family after her husband died in 

battle. 

The next records of the castle date from 1600 and 16026. These were records of pardons 

granted to certain gentlemen and yeomen of Dovea. The pardons may have been granted 

for participation in the second Geraldine rebellion.  

                                                        

 

 
4 A useful compilation on the ancient origins of the Fogarty and Ely names in the region is presented on the 

web site: http://grantfogarty.net/ancestors.htm 
5 Librarian and local history researcher Norah Doran (nee Fogarty) and her brother the late Peter Fogarty 

were very generous with their knowledge and personal recollections of the castle and of the Fogarty family.  

6 We are very grateful to Con Manning of National Monuments who found these records in the ‘Fiants of 

the Tudor Sovereigns’, under the Fiants of Elizabeth, 6440, 6628, 6706, 6628. Other Dovea gents and 

yeomen granted pardons in 1600 were Wm. Shortall Fitz Oliver, gent, James Butler Fitz Nicholas, gent, 

http://grantfogarty.net/ancestors.htm
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The principal resident at that time was Edmund M. Purcell. Interestingly, also granted a 

pardon at that time was one Teige O’Fogertie of Dovea, yeoman. The history of the two 

families and their engagement with the castle remained intertwined for over a century. 

 

A ‘ten pound castle’? 
 

One of the factors that initially stimulated the 150 year surge of castle building was a 

decree from King Henry VI in 1429. He was largely unable to respond militarily to the 

demands for protection, of his dwindling number of loyal subjects. Instead he decided to 

subsidize loyal subjects in the building of fortified dwellings in return for which they 

would each supply a number of yeomen, ready for the defence of the English Crown. The 

King’s decree read: 

 

It is agreed and asserted that every leige-man of our Lord the 

King of the said counties, who choose to build a castle or tower 

sufficiently fortified, within the next ten years, to wit, twenty 

feet in length, sixteen feet in width, and forty feet in height 

or more, that the Commons of the said counties shall pay to the 

said person to build the said castle or tower, ten pounds by way 

of subsidy 

 

The grant, like many grants to this day, had an effect that might not have been exactly 

what the King had intended. Many of the powerful men who availed of the offer were 

Gaelic Chiefs or heads of ‘Gaelicized’ Norman families, whose loyalties towards the 

English Crown was subordinate to local loyalties. Killahara Castle, illustrates this 

ambivalence.  

The castles built under this scheme are predominantly in the areas ostensibly held by 

‘Anglo-Irish’ lords, living to English law rather than Brehon law, observing English dress 

and manners. These are the purple areas on the map below. However, as the ‘Statutes of 

Kilkenny’ in 1366 illustrate, the concern about the ‘Gaelicization’ of all of these areas 

                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

Mich. Nashe, Owen O’Brennan, Owen McDonnogh O’Brennan, John Purcell Fitz Tibbot, yeomen, and 

Connor O’ Laffie. 
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had long exercised the Crown and its representatives in the Pale. Despite the statutes 

having banned the ‘Anglo-Irish’ from speaking Irish, dressing as the Irish do, growing 

beards, playing ‘horling’, or inter marrying, under threat of serious penalties.  

However the English were preoccupied with their ‘Hundred Year War’ and ‘War of the 

Roses’ while the Irish and Norman Chiefs heeded little beyond their ancient clan politics, 

raids, and border wars.  

Hence, Killahara Castle situated squarely in the areas that Henry considered loyal, was 

built for the Chief of a Gaelic clan observing Brehon law. 
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One of the variations of the ‘ten pound’ story, probably also took hold because of its 

modern resonance. It is claimed that some castles were built for five pounds and balance 

of the money, pocketed. The story has it that the five pound castles, built to the bare 

minimum spec and without the proper staged settling process, are the ones lying in ruins 

or in irreparable state today, with the gaping vertical crevices.   
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It’s a good story and as we’ve discovered, when it comes to castle mythology, 

complicated truths sometimes yield to the attractions of a good yarn! Indeed, in this case, 

the truth is less simple. Firstly, the grant was only for castles within the Pale. There is no 

evidence of it having been extended. Furthermore, even if it was extended, a ten pound 

grant would certainly not have been a major consideration with the later castles such as 

Killahara, which greatly exceeded the minimum spec set out in the King’s decree and 

which involved a lot of craftsmanship, costly even in those times. As mentioned in the 

following section, even the fittings in such a castle would have cost much more than ten 

pounds.  

 

Life in a Castle 
 

A castle like Killahara was primarily a family dwelling. It was a place where friends and 

extended family of a powerful chief could be entertained. There would have been large 

fires going all the time and in the old tradition, the chiefs would have prided themselves 

on their hospitality. Visitors would have been generously fed and watered. Travelling 

musicians and entertainers of all sorts would have been welcomed.  

There was certainly a very evident defensive aspect to the structure of the tower house 

castles. But by the end of the 16th century the era of internecine skirmishes was drawing 

to a close. Major battles were being fought on a larger scale and building military defense 

into each home was no longer so prominent a consideration. By the time the soldiers or 

bailiffs arrived at the doors of a castle like Killahara, the battle was already won and the 

question of where power lay had already been decided. There would have still been a 

defensive requirement evidenced, however, in the construction of the homesteads of the 

powerful people in the Irish countryside for a further hundred years – a contingency in 

consideration of ongoing clan disputes and the need to protect valuables from marauders. 

It surprises some to learn that those with power in the early days of Killahara Castle, 

regarded their homes in similar ways to people of today. They were conscious of keeping 

up with the latest trends in décor and comforts that their contemporaries across Europe 
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enjoyed. As far back as 1488, for example, the castles of Ormond and Ossory were 

decorated extensively with imported fashionable accessories. Tapestries, ‘Diaper’, 

‘turkish-carpetts’, cushions, linen, feather beds, leather chairs, books, plates, ornamental 

utensils, jewels, etc.7  

 

The Cromwellian purge 

There is no record of how the occupants of Killahara Castle, situated in the Earldom of 

Ormond, were impacted upon by the series of brutal drives towards recolonization of 

Ireland that occurred throughout the English monarchs, Henry VIII and Elizabeth I. Like 

many of the landed families, the Purcells may well have succumbed to Henry’s surrender 

and regrant scheme that conferred titles on them and regranted them their own lands in 

return for pledging allegience. There is no record of where they stood when rebellion 

erupted in 1641 but it is likely the Purcells would have been amongst those supporting 

the Confederacy organized at the Assembly of Kilkenny in 1642.  Most people of both 

Gaelic and Norman ancestry remained Roman Catholic and opposed to the 

Parliamentarians.  

According to the survey of ownership in 16418, prior to the commencement of mass 

expropriations, the owner of the castle was Theobald Purcell, possibly a grandson of 

Edmund. 

As the Confederacy was ruthlessly crushed by Oliver Cromwell’s forces, in Ireland from 

1649 to 1654, a new ‘settlement’ of the country was set out by the British Parliament in 

1652. This was to grant lands to that had been promised to English ‘Adventurers’, 

                                                        

 

 
7 Dorcas Birthwhistle wrote a fascinating account of the possessions and lifestyle of castle dwellers during 

this era. (see Further Reading) An interesting point is that the valuation put on many of the accessories 

described in wills far exceeds ten pounds and makes it seem very unlikely that anyone could actually have 

built the castle itself for less than the King’s ten pound grant. For example 22 items of arms and 
ammunition was valued at 12 pounds while a set of arras (tapestry weaves) was valued at 50 pounds.  
8A Civil Survey was undertaken under the Cromwellian government, establishing ownership in 1641 of all 

lands excluding most of Connaught, Clare, and Monaghan – areas which Cromwell did not plan to settle. 

Most of what survives of this survey is contained in Simington, R.C. The Civil Survey A.D. 1654-56, and 

the particular section of relevance here is County of Tipperary, Vol.1, p. XIX –XXI  
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financiers, and soldiers of Cromwell’s purge. Those who had opposed the 

parliamentarians were sentenced to death, en masse. Varying degrees of punishment were 

decreed for others, particularly those who remained Roman Catholic. Forfeiture of most 

or all of their possessions being the standard, many also lost their freedom and there is 

evidence that tens of thousands were taken captive and sent on slave ships to Barbados 

where they were sold to the sugar planters9.  

The Purcells were one of the larger landowning families in the Tipperary and Kilkenny 

areas prior to the devastation wreaked by Cromwell’s parliamentary forces. No records 

can be found, telling specifically how the Dovea Purcells fared under the ‘settlement’. 

However, many of the Purcells from neighbouring baronies are listed amongst ‘Forfeiting 

Proprietors in Ireland under the Cromwellian Settlement’10. Furthermore, the Civil Survey 

that listed Theobald Purcell as the owner in 1641, described him as, ‘Irish Papist’. This 

makes it a strong likelihood that he would have been evicted since virtually all declared 

Catholics in this region forfeited most or all of their lands, whether they had actively 

supported the Royalists or not. (Protestant royalists had a better chance of suffering only 

the penalty of a heavy fine.)  

 

Local historian, Nora Doran’s information seems to also confirm this in that the castle 

was described as being ‘out of repair’ in 1654. Lands in the Dovea area were granted to 

an Edward Annesley in 1642. He may therefore have come into ownership of some of the 

original castle lands. Most Cromwellian grantees were either soldiers who had 

participated in the conquest or English ‘adventurers’, such as Annesley, who had funded 

the expedition.  

But it is also possible that the castle and some ground may have returned briefly to 

Fogarty hands at this time. The Pender S. Census of 165911 describes an Edmond Fogarty 

                                                        

 

 
9 Research on the Irish slave trade was published by Seán O’Callaghan in ‘To Hell or Barbados’ 
10 From ‘The Irish and Ango-Irish Landed Gentry when Cromwell Came to Ireland’, by John O’Hart. 
11 A ‘census’ was conducted in 1659 by William Petty. The data it provided was edited in 1939 by Seamus 

Pender. It provided the names of land owners and the numbers of residents in each parish covered. It also 

mapped out the land holdings in more precise terms than previously undertaken – in acres and roods rather 
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as a gentleman of upper Dovea. All of the Fogarty Chiefs who survived Cromwell’s 

onslaught, were deported across the Shannon. However, it is believed that some of them 

were brought back as their extensive knowledge of boundaries was needed in the detailed 

mapping project ordered by Cromwell. 

A Theobald Purcell appears in Roosca, in 1666 according to the Hearth Money Rolls12. 

Since the Hearth Rolls list tenants as well as owners, it is possible that this is the same 

man who was evicted from the castle, having become a tenant on a smaller holding in 

Roosca not far from Killahara. In Roosca today there stands the ruin of a ‘stronghouse’. 

This type of fortified dwelling was built mostly in the 1600s after the end of the tower 

house era.13 It is possible that Theobald Purcell built this structure in Roosca in the period 

of his exile from Killahara.  

 

 

The Purcells reinstated 
 

In 1660 with the collapse of the Commonwealth and the restoration of the English throne 

to Charles II, some members of both Purcell and Fogarty families had ownership of some 

of their lands, restored. There was also a window period of about 30 years (from the 

restoration to the introduction of the Penal Laws) in which more successful members of 

those families may have managed to buy back some of their lands.  

Nicholas Purcell, son of Theobald Purcell, was reinstated in the Killahara Castle and 

lands which his father had lost under Cromwell.  

                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

than in the range of a musket shot! Contrasting this with the 1641 survey helps provide a picture of the 

effects of the Cromwellian plantation in many areas. (The survey was not a true census however as it was 

based mainly on lists of people who were paying a poll tax, therefore excluding significant numbers of 

people and it entirely omitted 5 counties and provided limited coverage of four others. ) 
12 In the 1660s a hearth tax was levied. Since this tolled every home with a fireplace, it targetted tenants as 

well as land owners and hence is useful in that the ‘Hearth Money Rolls’ where they survive, give a 

broader snapshot of the populace than most surveys which mention only owners.  
13 David Sweetman explains the progression from the tower house castle to the stronghouse and provides a 

picture of the Roosca structure in his book, The Medieval Castles of Ireland. 
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When exactly the Purcells again lost possession of Killahara is not clear. However 

according to Nora Doran, they lost grounds in Loughmore in 1693 after the Treaty of 

Limerick. It is possible that the castle at Killahara fell from their hands again at this stage. 

We have not established exactly on what date or under what circumstances ownership of 

the lands of Dovea changed to the hands of the Trants of Kerry, nor do we know how 

much of Killahara the Trants acquired at that stage.  

The next mention of ownership of the castle is in 183714: ‘On the townland of Killahara is 

a very fine old castle, which formerly belonged to the Purcells, and is now the property of 

Mr. Trant.’ This would incline one to believe that the Purcells were in continuous 

ownership from 1660 to the arrival of the Trants.  

 

The Trants in Killahara and Dovea 
 

In the early 1700’s, the castle and lands at Killahara and Dovea fell into the hands of the 

Trant family. Like the other families associated with the castle, the Trant family history is 

complex.  

The Trant family was mainly based in Dingle. It is believed that the Trants originally 

came to Ireland with the Vikings and, ironically, somewhat predated the dispossessed 

Purcells in Ireland.   

Like only a few such families around the country, at least some branches of the Trants 

appear to have made a smooth transition into the new religion and outlook required for 

survival under the Cromwellian dispensation.15  

                                                        

 

 
14 In Lewis’s Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, 1837 
15 Like most family histories in Ireland, the Trant family story is not as clear cut as it might appear at first 

glance. At least one branch of the Trants did not fare well under Cromwell. The Trant family papers at the 

National Library make reference to Sir Patrick Trant who accompanied King James II to France after his 

defeat at the Battle of the Boyne. Patrick Trant forfeited all lands and possessions and was ‘outlawed’. He 

was pardoned in 1680. He died in France in 1694. 
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The estate in Dovea and Killahara in the early days of Trant dominion, comprised over 

3000 acres of mostly very productive farmland. Up to the mid 1760’s the estate was 

managed by agents answering remotely to the Dingle Trants. It was then that one John 

Trant decided to take up residence on the Tipperary lands.  

By that stage, a tower house castle was 

no longer considered suitable 

accommodation for the affluent 

landlord. The trend that had 

emerged more than a century 

earlier in England, was now also 

well established in Ireland. The 

populace at large was considered 

sufficiently acquiescent and the 

defensive aspect typical of the old 

chieftain residences was no longer seen as necessary or fashionable. The ‘hall, more glass 

than wall’16 was now the vogue in Ireland. A new house and farmyard were planned, and 

the elegant Dovea House was established. Dovea House is easily visible approximately 

two miles to the North Wast of Killahara castle. 

Reversals of Fortunes 
 

The 19th century history of the lands and lives that Killahara Castle overlooked, were 

fairly typical of what was happening across rural Ireland. At the start of the century, the 

Trants were enjoying their heyday, with a thriving enterprise ranging over lands of 5000 

acres. But the tensions between the world they had created and the aspirations of the 

dispossessed had not gone away. And by the end of the century, the demise of their way 

of life was already inevitable.  

                                                        

 

 
16 The phrase ‘more glass than wall’ originally attached itself to Hardwick Hall, in Derbyshire, completed 

in 1590.  

Dovea House as it stands today, preserved in fine condition, 

largely due to the efforts of the late Dermot Cahill and 
Dovea Cattle Breeding Station 
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The other reality, that of the majority who lived beneath the Castle, was almost the 

reverse. The turn of the nineteenth century heralded an era of unrelenting hardship. The 

1798 uprising had been brutally crushed. The Act of Union and removal of trade barriers 

had made many trades unviable. The penal laws still ground people under foot. And 

people’s hold on life, through access to small plots of land, was entirely at the mercy of 

landlords. The course of the 19th century brought worse hardships with a series of 

famines and disastrous uprisings. But by the end of the century, those remaining from a 

decimated population had at least won a degree of security over their land holdings and 

the right to trade their produce freely. For the poor who lived in the environs of Killahara 

Castle, the end of the 19th century was the first hopeful period since the Fogarties and 

Purcells had been dispossessed 250 years earlier. 

This part of County Tipperary was at the epicentre of a fair portion of this turmoil. 

 

The Fogarties evicted - again  
 

Remnants of the Purcell and Fogarty clans were still working land in Killahara well after 

the Trant acquisition, though probably in greatly diminished circumstances. In 1761 John 

Trant of Kerry leased ground in Dovea to a Wm. Fogerty. In 1791, Ellen Trant, widow, 

leased ground in Killahara to Daniel Fogerty. In 1819 a dispute between Daniel Fogarty 

and John Trant reached the Court of the Exchequer and in 1824, one Phillip Fogarty had 

Mr Trant before the Court of the King’s Bench.17  

What seems to have happened is this. The Daniel Fogarty’s family were large tenants. 

They had repeating 7-year leases on 180 acres in Killahara, including the castle, as well 

as on at least 200 acres in Dovea. They were subletting this ground to smaller tenants. 

John Trant, for whatever reason, became unhappy with the arrangement and evicted 

Daniel Fogarty and various others, by force. He took possession of the cattle and other 

property of the evicted families in lieu of rent he claimed to be owed. Fogarty and others 

                                                        

 

 
17 Records of leases are included in the Trant Family Papers maintained by the National Library of Ireland. 
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took Trant to court for the return of the cattle and possessions, disputing that Trant was 

owed the money he claimed. The dispute revolved around whether Fogarty had already 

collected rent from his subtenants, money that Trant believed should have been handed 

over to him.  

 

 

 
As the writ extract above reveals, a similar dispute or a continuation of the same one was 

back in the courts in 1824. This time it was Phillip Fogarty who was looking for the 

return of property taken by Trant after Trant had evicted Fogarty.  

The Fogartys reached an unfavourable settlement with Trant. As often still prevails today 

in commercial disputes, the more powerful protagonist could simply out wait and out 

lawyer the weaker. The Fogartys simply did not have the money to proceed with the case.  

It is possible that John Trant had a legitimate case against his tenants, within the status 

quo of the era. However, the indignation that would have driven relatively poor families 

to take these doomed court actions against such a powerful man, suggests otherwise. 

Given the timing of these evictions, in a period when there was a drive towards 
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‘pastoralization’ and depopulation amongst ‘progressive’ farming landlords, the 

discovery of a pretext that allowed Trant to remove many tenants from their lands seemed 

fortuitous at the least.  

An interesting aspect of these cases is that one of the other parties who sued Mr Trant in 

the 1819 case was a Mr. John Jack, also of Killahara. He too had been forcibly evicted 

and had lost many possessions. It seems that both Phillip Fogarty’s family and John 

Jack’s family had been evicted from the castle – possibly the last nineteenth century 

residents thereof.  

It is also worth noting that while history suggests the harshness of Trant’s dealings with 

Fogarty, there is no record of how the Fogartys or Jack dealt with their own sub tenants. 

 

The Great Famine 
 

Even before the Great Famine, the Trants like most other landlords, were aligned with a 

British Government pastoralization policy – a drive to shift the land away from tillage to 

grassland, which meant greatly reducing the number of tenants.18 The famine merely 

assisted in that process and many of the ‘ascendency’ in Ireland saw it in the prevailing 

English perspective – as a ‘natural force’ of laisez faire capitalism19. Hence the response 

to the catastrophe from the Anglo Irish gentry, while generous in small pockets of the 

country, by and large was feeble and hand-wringing. There are few references to how the 

Trants in particular responded or to how many died in the lands around the castle. But the 

Thurles area, where the Trants were amongst the most prominent gentry, office bearers, 

                                                        

 

 
18 Useful information on the background to the transformation in land usage and ownership that took place 

in the nineteenth century, see the Land Wars section under Further Reading.  
19 The ‘Great Famine’ of 1846-48, one of many 19th century famines, was primarily overseen by John 

Trevelyan. In common with Cromwell, Trevelyan is to this day simultaneously seen as a hero of British 

history (Trevelyan is considered the father of the modern civil service) and as a demonic figure of Irish 
history. Trevelyan, was part of a movement that conflated the laws of nature with the laws of their own 

entirely manmade economic agenda and misapplied concepts of natural selection as a justification for the 

meager levels of humanitarian intervention, when a disaster largely inflamed by deliberate economic 

policy, unfolded. In this view, a force of nature could only be slightly ameliorated, but its course could not 

be substantially altered. (see Further Reading)  
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and relief officers was described in numerous accounts as a scene of some of the most 

appalling circumstances with the dead and dying lining the streets. The famine graveyard 

in Thurles almost certainly contains many who fled Killahara and Dovea in hope of relief 

in the town. 

The Young Irelanders 
 

In 1848, as the Great Famine was still devastating the countryside and a number of 

successful revolutions were happening across Europe, a group of idealistic Nationalists 

attempted to unite the country towards independence from Britain. Much has been 

written about this and there was involvement from right across Tipperary as well as other 

counties. In the final showdown in Balingarry, a few miles from the castle, the leader of 

the Police contingent was one Thomas Trant, relative of the Trants of Dovea. Many were 

deported to Van Diemen’s Land. 

Black Jack Fogarty 
 

Local legend has it that the castle and surrounding grounds were once occupied by a 

Black Jack Fogarty. Local historians, Nora Doran and Peter Fogarty, confirm this.  

In 1845 there were six Fogarty land holders listed in the Killahara townland and there 

were three Purcills (presumably a derivation of Purcell), as well as John Trant.20 The one 

of the Fogarty men listed who apparently merited an ‘Esq.’ after his name, was a John 

Fogarty Esq. – possibly a son of Phillip. At this point in history, most of the Fogartys and 

Purcills were tenants on the Trant estates. Mostly small holders. But it is possible that 

John Fogarty Esq. was the same ‘Black Jack’. He owned 188 acres and leased a further 

150 acres from Trant. He was letting/subletting to other tenants. It is not yet clear 

whether the land he owned included the castle. But he was almost certainly residing 

there.  

                                                        

 

 
20 From a list of names of people who were charged A Rate for the Relief of the Poor of Thurles Union in 

Dec. 1845. 
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He is believed to have been ruined by the Great Famine, when tenants were unable to pay 

rent, making him unable to pay his own. We believe that the Landlord, Trant, then gained 

control of the castle and surrounding grounds, probably attached in lieu of rent.  

 

The Landlord acquired a lot of extra land in this period, and was energized into various 

building projects, including the construction of the village of Killahara and an attempted 

restoration of the castle, described further on.  

The origins of Black Jack’s name are not clear. It is possible that he was not a well loved 

landlord in his own right. It is also possible that the name merely reflects an 

interrelationship between the Jack and the Fogarty families who had clearly had common 

interests in Killahara, as evidenced in the 1829 litigation mentioned earlier. 

Black Jack died in 1850, a broken man. He left no descendents. As the last of the 

Fogarties to live in the castle, almost every one of his predecessors having apparently lost 

possession of it in unpleasant circumstances, it is understandable that some local people 

believe the spirit of Black Jack Fogarty is a presence in the castle to this day. 

 

Fogarty footsteps 
 

It has always been said locally that when a death was impending in the Fogarty clan, the 

footsteps of a woman could be heard, pacing the castle floors.  

 

To build a Village 
 

With the tenant numbers greatly decreased by famine and emigration, there appears to 

have been almost unseemly optimism amongst some of the Anglo Irish landlords in the 

early 1850’s. And although we are told that many landlords beggared themselves in the 

Famine years through relief efforts and forfeited rents, there seems to have been quite a 

bit of money available to many landlords for embarking on major projects only a couple 
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of years after the mass starvation, evictions, and disease had devastated the country.21 

Killahara village (now called Dovea Village) and Church were established by the Trants 

in that period. The village was to be a showpiece of his estate. John Trant, the patriarch in 

that epoch, was following a trend amongst other landlords around the country. There 

appears to have been some competition between Anglo-Irish landlords resulting in the 

design and construction of a number of model estate villages22. Many landlords retained 

the ‘right’ to inspect and dictate good taste to village residents, down to the plants they 

were to grow in their gardens.  

The Church (called St Michael’s)23 was to cater for members of Trant’s Faith24. However, 

no provision was made for a place where the great majority of his tenants and workers 

might worship. He and his descendents would preside over affairs at the Church, lead 

prayers and oversee the appointment of pastors.25   

Significantly, Trant’s 1850’s planning included a blueprint for the restoration of Killahara 

Castle. This attempted restoration is discussed in detail further on (‘Restoration Plans -

1851’). 

The Cormack Brothers 

On May 11, 1858 Daniel and William Cormack were publicly hanged outside Nenagh 

Prison - the last public hanging in Tipperary. They had lived in a cabin 200 metres to the 
                                                        

 

 
21 Many model villages were built by landlords in the early 1850’s. Many Anglican churches were built, 
funded by landlords. Follies were build in the gardens of many estates. And there were many other signs of 

both optimism and of surplus cash. For example, the most striking internal features of the mansion of the 

White family, the once dominant family in Bantry in County Cork, is a vast collection of beautiful artefacts 

purchased in 1851 from the dispersal sale of King Louis Philippe of France!      
22 Beautiful villages constructed on a grander scale than Dovea, villages such as Bunclody, Borris, 

Abbeyleix, Virginia, and many more are National legacies of this trend. 
23 St. Michael’s church, visible from the North East wall of the castle, was decommissioned by the 

Anglican and is now the private home of the O’Sullivan family. The graveyard there has headstones 

commemorating many members of the extended Trant family as well as the grave of the infamous agent, 

Ellis. 
24 Like the great majority of people holding lands after the Cromwellian purges, the Trants were Protestants 

of the Anglican or ‘Church of Ireland’ faith – an offshoot of the ‘Church of England’. The vast majority of 
Irish citizenry remained affiliated to the Roman Catholic faith. This created a division beyond the historical 

one between the ascendency in Ireland and the indigent, one that did not exist in England.  

25 The church building, visible to the North East of the castle, was sold and converted to a family home in 

the 1990’s. The village at Killahara is now called Dovea village. It has grown considerably.  
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East of the castle. The remains of their family’s farm buildings are still visible from the 

castle. The man they were accused of killing, John Ellis, originally from Scotland, is 

buried a similar distance from the castle, in the graveyard attached to the former St. 

Michael’s church.  

Ellis was John Trant’s agent in Killahara and Dovea26. He had a reputation as a 

particularly ‘harsh’ man with little sympathy for the plight of starving indigent tenant 

population. He would almost certainly have been the man who removed Black Jack, the 

last of the Fogarties, from his tenancy in Killahara Castle and lands. He also appears to 

have grown his own personal land holding, by acquiring the lands of tenants he evicted 

from holdings around his house. While the Trants subsequently claimed to have been 

ignorant of his unpopularity, he undoubtedly was the driving force of their campaign to 

rid their lands of most tenants.  

Much has been written about the trial and circumstances. Various rumours circulated at 

that time about the killing of Ellis. The evidence against the Cormacks was weak. The 

jury knew of stories that Ellis had misused the men’s sister and assumed therefore that 

the men were guilty through motive. They apparently did not factor that many in the area 

would have had similar motive since Ellis’ 

reputation included taking payment in kind 

wherever families were unable to meet rent 

demands. Another story that came to the fore 

afterwards was that Ellis had been shot by ‘a 

local landlord’ after the discovery of a 

relationship with the landlord’s wife. Both 

stories may well have been coloured by the 

rising political tensions of the time. It is more 

reliably reported that a man who had fled to 

                                                        

 

 
26 The Trants, like many other landlords, did not entrust senior positions on their estate to local people and 

brought men like Ellis in from Britain for all of stewards, herdsmen, housekeepers, etc.)  
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America, claimed the murder on his deathbed there.  

The Cormacks protested their innocence to the end. Public outrage, a massive petition, 

and appeals from Bishops at what appeared even at the time to have been a terrible 

injustice, and a farcical trial, did not prevent the executions.  

Whatever the truth of the matter, it reflected substantially on John Trant. Not alone was 

he the man behind Ellis, but was head of the local Militia, a Justice of the Peace, and 

would have been very influential with most of the jurors, all but one of whom were of 

Protestant ascendency stock 

In 1910, the remains of the Cormack brothers were exhumed from the prison yard in 

Nenagh and buried in Loughmore, in a widely publicized ceremony that became a 

rallying point for a Nation that was increasingly moving towards another major upheaval 

against English rule in Ireland.27 

 

The Trants, Boycotted 
 

The Trants, in their own world view and by the Anglo Irish standards of their time, were 

an honourable family. Hence, they were truly unable to comprehend the underlying 

foment that boiled from the 1860s onwards, in the form of organized agitation for land 

rights. When the Trant estate was the subject of a boycott during the era of the Land 

League, John Trant was deeply offended at what he saw as the lack of gratitude of his 

tenants and labourers. Trant’s dismay when his family became the focus of a boycott 

during the land agitation started in earnest in the 1880’s, was no doubt sincere28. 

Subsequent family explanations for their targeting in this way related to the fact that they 

                                                        

 
 
27 The excellent book ‘Guilty or Innocent’, by Nancy Murphy, explores the Cormack case in great detail. 

See Further Reading. 
28 The Trant family papers held at the National Library include a newspaper article by John Trant praising 

the association that had helped him replace the labourers who had left the estate during the boycott.  
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used an unpopular agent whom the Trants realized only later, had been harsh in his 

dealings with tenants.29  

However, John Trant’s indignation is hard to comprehend from a modern perspective. 

The kindest interpretation of Trant’s perspective is as an illustration of just how far 

removed the landlord class was, from the countryside it hoped to master. Hardly three 

years after the devastating famine, John Trant had acquired a lot of recently ‘vacated’ 

land and was planning to build himself a little church and village. Trant’s agent had 

accumulated land and other favours for himself and had been under police protection 

after two attempts on his life until the final successful attempt which led to the wrongful 

executions of the Cormacks.  

Furthermore, when the boycott began, Trant’s loyal workers were threatened with death 

if they continued working for him. Trant’s response was to give the workers one week’s 

notice. 30Thereafter, he sacked these people whose families had been working on the 

estate for generations. He promptly evicted them and their families from their homes to 

make way for ‘relief workers’. He then built a shop in the village of Killahara to supply 

himself and his imported Protestant workers.  

Even without any of that, the series of evictions and the wrongful attaching of tenants’ 

possessions by John Trant the senior, would have left many hard feelings. The related 

court cases in 1819 and 1824 and possibly again the eviction of Black Jack in 1850, 

would very likely have left great bitterness in store for the Trants.31  

When Gladstone yielded to the pressure and brought in the reforms that started the 

process of giving protection and eventually ownership opportunities to the tenant farmers, 

the Trants realized that their estate was becoming unviable.  

                                                        

 

 
29 This was the interpretation of Ion Trant in his book ‘Just Across the Water’ for his great grandfather’s 

targetting for a boycott. 
30 Mentioned in Ion Trant’s book, ‘Just Across the Water’. 
31 Several transcripts of Trant’s actions against his tenants are contained in the Trant papers in the National 

Library. While these were probably not untypical of landlord tenant relations, the gulf was so wide between 

the worlds of the landlords and their tenants that Trant probably truly had no idea of the bitterness such 

actions would have engendered.  
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Grand Decline  
 

Surprising to many today, despite the apparent opulence, some of Ireland’s large estate 

houses were overstretched from the outset. The land holdings and rent books were not as 

extensive as those in the English and Scottish estates. The British estate houses that the 

Anglo Irish were attempting to emulate, were dependent on more labour and had higher 

running costs than some of the Irish estates could afford. This seems almost certainly to 

have been the case at Dovea. The upkeep of the house and extensive gardens was 

considerable. The farm alone had 39 labourers in 1880. The house and garden probably 

kept at least another twenty people in employment.  

Additionally, most such estates were already encumbered with commitments to various 

dowagers and family offshoots all of whom had to be maintained in the style they had 

come to consider suitable for people of their class.32 With the Gladstone reforms, 

encumbered estates could relieve debts by selling land to the State, for lease to former 

tenants. This short-term relief ultimately sealed the fates of Cromwell’s grand estates in 

Ireland. A diminished land holding to support the estate project, without the ability to put 

up rents at will, or to replace those tenants who were considered unsatisfactory, ensured 

that the books were simply not going to balance.  

Ironically, the castle probably also played its part in the downfall of the newer estate 

house – the renovation envisaged by John Trant as part of his village and church project 

was an expense that would never show a return and when it was eventually undertaken, it 

drew further money out of the estate at a time when extreme belt-tightening was the only 

way any estate could have survived.  

By the end of the nineteenth century, the question was largely decided. The estate had 

reached a point of no return. Land was being ceded to the Land Commission to cover 

debts, at the same time ensuring that the viability of the estate could never be restored. 

                                                        

 

 
32 A sense of the way the Anglo Irish estate houses functioned is provided in the book, The Big House In 

Ireland – see Further Reading 
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Ownership of the lands around Dovea had swung decisively. And some of the new small 

holders were undoubtedly descendents of the original owners of the castle. 

Dovea House is today the Headquarters of the South Eastern Cattle Breeders’ Society. 

The Trant family of Emily’s era onwards are fondly remembered in Dovea and Killahara. 

Amongst other acts of generosity and foresight, their extensive family papers were 

donated to the National Library of Ireland, contributing much to our knowledge of the 

history of the area.  

Emily’s daughter, Hope, became a famous doctor and spent most of her life in Africa. 

Her son Lawrence was engineering in Argentina in 1910 when he got called back to 

become a reluctant farmer, following the untimely death of his father.  

He realized that land reform was an inevitability, given the history of the country. When 

he sold the farm, including Killahara Castle, to the Cattle Breeders’ Cooperative, he 

generously donated half of the proceeds towards a scholarship for young Irish farmers. 

Colonel Fitzgibbon Trant and his wife Emily relaxing at Dovea ca 1920 
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Restoration plans – 1851- 

 

The castle was close to his new village and church and consequently John Trant 

considered having it repaired and modified as part of his new showpiece. He drew up a 6 

page narrative specification of the works he envisaged. In addition, he had a water colour 

parchment created, an (unnamed) artist’s impression of what the restored castle was to 

look like. As the water colour (below) suggests, the intention was to convert the castle 

into a Victorian dwelling.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Artist’s impression of Killahara Castle on completion of works planned in 
1851 – subsequently only partially undertaken. – copy of watercolour 

contained amongst the Trant Papers in the National Library 
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He received estimates from two local builders to this end, the first in 1851 and the next in 

1854.33 Above are shown the two quite divergent estimates for the same work. 

The work went ahead with enthusiasm at first but, for unrecorded reasons, was 

abandoned with the project only part way through. One could speculate that John Trant 

had overstretched himself financially at this stage. Though other members of the 

Anglican congregation contributed to the building of the Church, it was undoubtedly 

Trant who was most consumed by the project, financially as well as organizationally, for 

near on twenty years.34

                                                        

 

 
33 The quotations were from building companies Williams and Maher in Borisoleigh. The full specification, 

along with the quotes and water colour are contained in the Trant family papers in the National Library. 
34 The Trant family papers contain John Trant’s extensive records relating to the building and establishment 

of the Church, including invoices, donations lists, balance sheets, rule books, etc., revealing how deeply 

involved John Trant became with this project. The Church alone cost in excess of £260. 
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Tennis club 

 

After the construction of the village and the Church, even though he had been unable to 

complete the castle restoration, John Trant still found a role for it in his model village – 

as a clubhouse for a ‘thriving tennis club’ where ladies and gentlemen from surrounding 

estates gathered for the enjoyment of suitable companionship, afternoon tea, and of 

course, tennis35. 

  

Another repair plan - 1904 
 

In 1904, John Trant’s son, Colonel Fitzgibon 

Trant, drew up a new specification for a ‘repair’ 

of Killahara Castle. Again, quotes were sought 

                                                        

 

 
35 The picture as well as the record of the tennis activities are from Ion Trant’s memoirs (see Further 

Reading) 

Victorian Ladies gathered for Tennis at the castle  

Some of the 1904 brickwork  
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from Borisoleigh builders. Again, the principals of companies approached were Maher 

and Williams, presumably descendents of the men who quoted for the work in the 1850s. 

The quotes again differed substantially and it appears that the work went to Maher and 

co. Interestingly, the work requested now was much less than the original project 

required, but the cost was greater.36 

                                                        

 

 
36 The price here was set at £180. The competing quote from Thomas Williams was for £370.  
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This memorandum and tender from Michael Maher of Borisoleigh seems to have formed 

the basis for the repairs undertaken in 1904/5 and explains much about the castle as she 

stands today. The details of this tender document, not easy to decipher, are set out below.  
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Fifty years of restoration and patchwork 
 

The 1904 documents explain much, but not all of the Victorian era modification to the 

castle. Some of the modifications at the lower levels conform to the 1851 specification of 

John Trant.  

It seems that throughout the fifty year period, the castle was subject to a progression of 

grand plans and humble contingencies. With the currently available information, we 

speculate as follows.  

John Trant commissioned either Maher or Williams builders to start work sometime after 

1854, based on his original spec. Certain parts of the work were completed then, 

particularly structural work on the lower levels. For example, the work on the fireplaces 

in the lower levels was probably done then. John Trant’s original specification declared 

that: 

‘In each room there must be a fire place with a proper flue … fitted with an approved 

grate and chimney piece of slate or stone with a slab to each as also a hearth stone.’ 

Tender for repairs and Roof to Kilahara Castle 

 

I propose and agree to put down a new floor 41/2x2 joist 7x1 prepared flooring on 

present top concrete floor erect No 2 old rails and put on new roof 7x2 joist 7x1 

prepared flooring on this floor to lay Vulcanite Patent Roofing properly flashed and 

connected with Water Tank by a 4” pipe. 

Erect No 4 frames and sashes in opes top part to open out on Peviots (pivots?) No 1 

frame and door from stone stairs to top room. Build fire place and flue in North angle 
provide and fix No 1 register grate value £1-10-01/2 Make good around other flue and 

stove pipe. Repair full area of top of castle including arch over window at North and 

repair masonry of square portion at flagstaff 

Put on concrete coping full thickness of wall full area on top of castle to project 2” both 

out and inside of walls. Cement plaster from under coping to vulcanite roof inside 

popint and plaster. Three coats of white full area of top room. The contractor to find all 

material labour and attendance and finish all in workmanlike and satisfactory manner. 

Col. Trant has kindly consented to supply scaffolding poles about six tons of brick and 

give use of quarry for the carrying out of this work.    

 

The description of the castle works tendered for and then undertaken by Michael Maher 

and Co., for Colonel Fitzgibbon Trant in 1904/5 
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The enlargement of windows also seems to have been done as part of the 1850s 

restoration (as the following extract suggests). The expansion of the second floor North 

window, was done as envisaged by Trant, using stone surrounds cut in keeping with the 

‘original design’. However, by the time the work reached the ‘middle floor’, the project 

may already have been running out of steam.  

‘On the middle floor the windows are to be broken out to the fullest extent that the 

present opening will admit of and new stone frames similar as before directed to the 

frame of the North window of the upper story to be put in.’ 

The middle and lower floor windows were expanded as envisaged, but they were not all 

finished with stone mullions and lintels as Trant had specified. Instead some of the 

widened openings were shored up with brickwork that looks like it was intended only as 

a temporary fix, one that subsequently became unstable.  
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One missing piece of the picture relates to a concrete screed that existed on the top floor. 

Clearly from the opening reference, this was already in place by 1904. Also, it had 

disintegrated to a far greater extent than the concrete coping, installed by Michael Maher 

in 1904/5. We do yet know when that was put in. It certainly wasn’t part of the 1850s 

works as concrete only came into usage in the 1870s.  

Other smaller alterations also happened in the intervening period. At some point, for 

example, tiles were laid on the floor of the basement. Only some remnants of these tiles 

remain. The 1850s specification was for flagstones. The 1904 specification makes no 

mention of works needed on the basement floor.  

Three different window treatments on 

the SE side of the castle. 

 

The stonework on the lower window 

represents an attempt at widening in 

accordance with the 1851 

specification, using stone work in 

sympathy with the original (though the 
lintel has since been taken out). 

 

The middle window was also widened 

as planned in ’51 but patched together 

with hasty brick work and inadequate 

steel lintel when the project ran 

aground mid-stream. 

  

The top window appears to be newer 

brickwork done in the 1904 repair. 
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Perhaps as John Trant became more consumed in the Church project, the parallel work on 

the castle became too much for him. By the 1870s when the Church project was fully 

complete, land unrest was looming and the future of the Trant estate may not have been 

looking so promising. For whatever reasons, a decision was made at some point to, 

literally, cap works on the castle. The expanded windows were stayed with temporary 

brickwork. The A frame slate roof was abandoned. And a poor screed of concrete was 

spread on the top floor, presumably under the misapprehension that the then new material 

would prevent water from penetrating through to the vaulted ceiling and the interior 

beneath.  

Then in 1903, Lady Emily Trant decided she wished to live in the castle. Col. Fitzgibbon 

Trant took charge. He too was persuaded of the benefits of new materials. The walls were 

to be capped with concrete barges. And instead of reverting to the A frame slate roof 

originally planned, Col. Trant specified that a sheath of rubber ‘Vulcanite Patent 

Roofing’37 was to be applied in an effort to make the flat concrete ‘roof’ work.  

The 1904 work went ahead quickly. An interesting aside here is that such works were 

clearly undertaken to a brisk schedule. While one might expect that without the benefit of 

modern equipment, more time would have been needed than would be allowed for similar 

work today, this work was completed in no more than a year and the original schedule for 

the even greater project specified in 1851, was a mere nine months.  

A Victorian home 
 

The exact dates of Emily Trant’s stay are not clear. But it seems she did not stay for very 

long. In the words of her Grandson, Ion Trant: 

“…my grandmother set up house in it, but soon returned to more congenial 

surroundings; the family story goes that her youngest son gibbed at carrying water for 
                                                        

 

 
37 This was probably one of the first structures in Ireland where vulcanite (vulcanized rubber) was tried as a 

roofing material. Vulcanite, in its original formulation, only became popular for roofing in the US for a 

short period in the 1920s. Interestingly, this could not have been a cost saving device as much as it was a 

determination to make the flat roof work – vulcanite was expensive, while slate and the skills to install a 

standard roof were in plentiful supply.  
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her, but this may well have been a dig at his lack of enthusiasm for physical labour, and 

the probable reason for her departure was the sheer discomfort of the place.”38  

The discomfort that Ion refers to is not entirely surprising, considering the detail of the 

restoration that was undertaken. Had Fitzgibbon Trant stuck with his father’s 

specification for a simple A-framed roof and more tested methods of dispersing water 

from and through the tops of the walls, Lady Emily might have stayed longer.  

A local story has it that she only stayed one night before the ghosts of the Fogarties 

tormented her into moving out. But Ion Trant’s version seems more likely.  

The Black & Tans 
 

In the turbulent period of the 1918-1921 war for independence, the notorious British 

auxiliary forces known as the Black & Tans added Killahara Castle to the list of 

structures that they burnt out – presumably in the belief that it was being used as an IRA 

base. One can only assume that the Trant family was of the same opinion, as it is hard to 

imagine it having been attacked without their go- ahead.  

All the inner floors were lost as well as the flat timber structure that Fitzgibbon Trant had 

built over the vault, to support his rubber roof. All that remained were the stone walls and 

the vaulted ceiling above the second floor. 

Dances in the 1920s and ‘30s 
 

In the 1920s and 30s the old castle again served as a place of entertainment. Despite the 

fact that only the ground floor remained, it became a dance venue for local people.  

                                                        

 

 

38 ‘Just Across the Water’ is a semi-biographical book produced by Ion Trant who went to farm in England 

in the 1940s after his father sold what remained of the Trant estate to the South Eastern Cattle Breeders 
Society, a company set up by Irish farmers. The late Dermot Cahill, Manager for three decades of the 

Society (renamed Dovea A.I. Station), kindly provided us with a copy of Ion’s book. Dermot had gathered 

a wealth of knowledge about the history of the estate. He also played a pivotal role in preserving the 

historical link with the Trant diaspora and indeed, in persuading his organization to fund the preservation 

Dovea House, its grounds, and its magnificent trees.  
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At a time when the simple enjoyment of normal human relations was somewhat frowned 

upon by the Holy and the righteous, people came considerable distances to enjoy the 

regular dances in the ghostly halls. It is likely that the thick walls had not rung with such 

merriment since the early days, three and half centuries earlier, when the Ó Fogartie and 

Purcell Chieftains lit huge fires and entertained guests from far and wide. The local area 

is full of stories about first kisses, first loves, not to speak of miraculous conceptions that 

the castle gave rise to during this era.  

 

Shared histories 
 

The Trants were products of their time, as were the Fogarties and Purcells before them. 

The same goes for the Protestant families brought in from Scotland and England to 

displace Catholic families in Killahara. The descendents of those Protestant families of 

Killahara integrated fully into the local community and the history that isolated them is 

long forgotten.   

Scattered descendents of the Fogarties, Purcells and the Trants re-established connections 

with the castle and the townlands during the latter part of the twentieth century and all 

own deep connections with the castle.  

Another chapter 
 

The castle was sold in 2006 by the South Eastern Cattle Breeders Society, to the current 

owners, O’Neill and Ryan. Needless to say, the former owners, and neighbours, still keep 

a very keen eye on developments in the cherished building and have been very helpful in 

producing this document.  

We came at the project from different perspectives. O’Neill’s fascination with castles was 

implanted during early explorations of derelict castles in the West of Ireland in the 

company of a historian uncle, T.P. O’Neill. Ryan’s interest in castles comes from having 

worked on many castles as a stone mason and later as a contractor. His company now 

specializes in heritage work. His interest in Killahara Castle in particular is special as he 
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is from the Thurles area and had known this structure very well for many years before the 

opportunity arose to become directly involved with its conservation.   

The broad objective of our involvement was to open a new chapter in the life of Killahara 

Castle and to bring another generation of Irish life into its halls and to celebrate all of the 

previous phases of its existence. We hope its future is more peaceful than its past and that 

it brings joy to all who stay in it.   
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Appendix 1 

2008 Conservation project 
 

In April 2008, North Tipperary County Council gave the go-ahead to plans for conserving and refurbishing 

Killahara Castle. Work commenced immediately and were completed 7 months later in November 2008.  

 

The process required careful planning, expert oversight, and a high standard of workmanship.  

The starting point 
The castle, until April 2008, stood as a shell. It had no roof, no floors, and no windows.  

 

The lower level window openings were wider than originally, courtesy of the 1853 restoration attempt. The 

surrounds of some of the widened windows were crumbling, as they had been hastily patched up with brick 

work rather than stone corbels and lintels.  

 

At the top, the castellation and various original features were missing and it had a concrete barge all around 

the top of the walls, as a result of the 1904 restoration.  

 

However the Castle stands on rock and the overall structure was good. 

 

Conservation rather than Restoration 
The co-owners, at the outset, planned to restore the castle to as near as they could bring it to its original 

state. That would have meant restoring, amongst other things, the castellation, the original window 

configuration, etc. 

 

Conservation consultant, Ivor McElveen, suggested a different approach. Ivor pointed out that unless 

detailed drawings of the original structure are available, restoration work can be regarded as too 

speculative. The efforts in this project, he suggested, should be to conserve rather than restore. 

 

The Conservation plan 
The central ideas guiding this project were to: 

 make the castle habitable to a high standard – to make it dry, warm, and comfortable 

 respect and preserve the full ‘story’ of the building – the original structure as well as the works 

done in 1853 and 1904 

 

This meant that the castle would need to be roofed, insulated, damp-proofed, floored, patched, furnished 

and have modern comforts such as electricity, heating, and bathrooms installed, while observing the 

following constraints: 

 avoid all speculative restoration 

 undertake only those repairs necessary for preserving structural integrity 

 ensure all materials used in necessary structural work, were compatible with the building 

 keep invasive work to the minimum 

 ensure that all works done were ‘reversible’ 

 

Some details 

Roof 
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Nothing remained of the original roof of Killahara Castle. However, as the 1850 watercolour shows, the 

1850s restoration plan included a simple A-frame roof such as many castles of this era had. Though the 

builders in 1854 never got around to completing the roof, this was the style settled on for the 2008 project. 

The roof was covered in natural slate. 

 

Concrete barge 
The concrete barge, capping the walls, seen on the patio and walkway around the top of the castle, was left 

in place. Even though concrete might not seem congruous with the structure of a 16th century building, this 

barge was installed in the late Victorian restoration effort of 1904. As such, it is over one hundred years old 

and is now very much part of the antique fabric of Killahara Castle. 

 

Loft 

Since the roof structure was effectively new-build, a plan was devised to enable it to accommodate a very 

comfortable well insulated, and almost self-contained living space, with study, bed, bath, and unobstructed 

views through the glass gables. The timber frames that support the loft structure are of pitch pine. They 

were cut from timber salvaged from a mid nineteenth century warehouse in Liverpool, connecting them 

with the Victorian aspect of the castle’s story. The partition was made of green oak and came from a 16th 

century church in South Wales, providing a connection with the original epoch of the castle.   
 

Window Openings 

The original 1570 window openings had been widened in 1854. This can be seen on both the ground and 

first floors. Since the 1854 work is also part of the ‘story’ of the building, these widened opes were 

maintained in the 2008 conservation. However, where the 1854 builder had patched up unfinished work 

with brick, the window surrounds had become unstable. All of this crumbling brickwork was replaced with 

cut stone corbels and lintels, as envisaged by the then owner in his spec to the 1854 builders.  

 

Ground Floor 

The ground floor may originally have been covered in flag stones. However, it appears to have been tiled 

during the late Victorian restoration. Several of these tiles were broken or missing. Reinstating a solid floor 
would have required breaking and removing the remainder of this tiled floor. Instead, it was decided to 

leave it intact. The floor was covered in layer of damp-proofing and insulation, followed by a light screed. 

On top of this, joists were laid and a floor of reclaimed timber was set down. This has the advantage of 

keeping the ‘original’ floor intact underneath, while adding an extra level of comfort and insulation in the 

ground floor.  

 

Replacement Floors 

The reconstruction of internal floors, missing since the fire in the 1960’s, involved putting ‘new’ beams on 

the original stone corbels – the stones that protrude from the walls for that purpose; placing joists across the 

tops of these and putting suitable floor boards across the joists. In between the joists there is 100mm of 

rockwool for a measure of heat and sound insulation. Needless to say, this was not present in the original 

build. 
 

Windows 

The windows were all made by a local man, in his workshop using tools and techniques not dissimilar to 

those that would have been used by the original tradesmen. 

 

Doors 

The doors are all similarly made during the 2008 project. However, the ledge and brace style for the 

internal doors was suggested by the only two internal doors that remained in the castle at the time of the 

project. These could not be saved, due to all the exposure they had endured. However, they were used as 

templates for the doors that were made for this project.  

 
 Timber selection 

The final choice of ‘epoch’ for the timber that would predominate in the 2008 project, was largely driven 

by practical considerations. The timber, including the joists that sit on the corbels and support each floor, 

the runners, the floor boards, and the doors, could either have been done in green oak, which would most 
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likely have been the timber of choice when the castle was originally constructed, or pitch pine which was 

considered the royal timber at the time of the two previous restoration projects. Either approach is in 

keeping with one part of the story of the castle. 

 

The costs of acquiring salvaged pitch pine or new green oak were similar. The deciding factor was how 

well pitch pine behaves, should it be exposed to damp or temperature fluctuations. Presumably this was the 
same reasoning that persuaded the Victorians to use this wonderful timber so extensively in the grand 

houses, hospitals, convents, and factories of that time.  

 

Timber origins 

The timber used in castle is virtually all salvaged. A church demolition in Aberstwyth, Wales, yielded 

timber used in the floor boards and the panelling in the kitchen units. Timber from a nineteenth century 

warehouse in Liverpool was cut up to provide the structural frames in the loft, the beams that sit on the 

corbels supporting the floors, joists, and most of the timber from which all of the doors and windows were 

constructed. 

 

Services 

The castle never had electricity or running water even when it was being used as a dance hall in the 40’s 
and 50’s. However, for the castle to be considered habitable by modern standards, lights, hot water, safety 

lighting, smoke detection, and heating are fundamentals. The task here was to install the basic facilities 

while sticking to the fundamental principles of a conservation project. Obviously, one’s instinct would be 

to make the services as unobtrusive as possible. To that end, the electrical sockets are all flush with the 

floors and worktops. A separate boiler house was built to keep the clothes washing machine, the central 

heating boiler, and the hot water cylinder out of the old building. And where services could be hidden in 

new partitions, that was done.  

 

However, more important than hiding the ‘mod cons’ is the imperative to minimize intrusions into the 

fabric of the building. Hence, cables to light switches and the piping for the radiators are kept on the 

surface rather than being chased into the walls. Similarly, the cabling for lighting on the stairs is kept on the 
surface. All plumbing fixtures, showers, washstands, etc. are easily removable and the walls behind them 

remain intact.   
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Appendix 2 

The Conservation team 
For more information on the 2008 conservation project at Killahara, contact the relevant person from the 

team involved.  
Tom O’Neill and 
Noel Ryan 

Project management 

Noel Ryan 

Heritage 
Construction 
Dovea, 
Thurles. 
Tel. 087 1938600 

Noel Ryan undertook all of the works (carpentry, roofing, masonry, services, finishes 

etc.) through his specialist enterprise, Heritage Construction. Noel has worked on many 

castles and historic buildings, first in his years as a stone mason with Public Works, and 

latterly as a private contractor. 

 

Ivor McElveen 
CEng 

Tel. 053 925 5977 
       086 831 4772 
 

Ivor McElveen, probably Ireland’s foremost conservation engineer, was the 

conservation consultant who guided the project from pre-planning through to 

completion. Ivor’s input was critical as he successfully aligns his knowledge of current 

best practice in conservation with an understanding of the owners’ budget constraints 

and the technical practicalities that one confronts in a project like this. 

 
Phelim Manning A detailed record of the castle, as it stood before works commenced, was undertaken by 

Phelim Manning, of Obair. Phelim is very experienced and very thorough in creating 

detailed visual records of historic structures. 

 
Seán Ryan  
Ryan 
Architectural 
Solutions, 
Thurles 
Tel 086 8247399 
 

Seán Ryan prepared the detailed drawings and planning application packs. The 
requirements for an application of this sort are more extensive and complex than those 

governing standard restorations or new builds and Seán managed the whole application 

process with care and patience. 

 

David Sweetman 
(May be 
contacted through 
Ivor McElveen) 

David Sweetman guided the team through the archeological considerations and oversaw 
the necessary assessments. David is the leading expert in his field. He is the author of 

the definitive book on Irish Castles. (see Further Information, below.) 

 
 Below, O’Neill and Ryan contemplating the task before them, standing in what is now ‘Seomra Ellis’. 
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Appendix 3 

Further information 
 

This building has existed for a very long time. Each aspect of the history which it has been part of has 

produced volumes in its own right and in fact there are many aspects that still beg more attention. Here, we 

have only attempted to provide a flavour.  

 

We intend to develop this document as we learn more. We would welcome any further information, 

insights, corrections or comments on the various interpretations and conclusions we have presented here. 

Please contact Tom O’Neill at tomo@laragh.com   
 

For further information on any of the subjects touched on here, the following would provide good starting 

points. 

 

The history, archeology and architecture of the ‘tower house’ castle: 

‘Medieval Castles of Ireland’, by David Sweetman  

‘Irish Castles and Castellated Houses’, by H.G. Leask 

 

Studies of other Castles in Tipperary 
‘Irish Tower Houses, A Co. Tipperary Case Study’, by C. T. Cairns 

 

Life in a typical ‘tower house’ castle 

‘Some Tower Houses in the Barony of Gowran, County Kilkenny’, by Dorcas Birthistle 

‘Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World’, by T.F. McNeill 

 

The Fogarties of Dovea 

Local historian, Mr. Peter Fogarty of Inch, has gathered much information from his uncles and from other 
local and National sources  

An easy starting point on the history of the Fogarties  

http://grantfogarty.net/ancestors.htm 

 

A Guide to Researching Irish Historical Geography 

The Skerries Historical Society provide a very useful pamphlet setting out the available resources in this 

arena. It’s accessible at: 

http://indigo.ie/~skerries/history/sources2.html 

 

Proprietorship before and after the confiscations 
 

1641 Books of Survey and Distribution  

The Books of Survey and Distribution reveal ownership before the Cromwellian and Williamite 

confiscations, c.1641, and after, c.1666  

 

mailto:tomo@laragh.com
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/002-6944158-2309632?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=David%20Sweetman
http://grantfogarty.net/ancestors.html
http://indigo.ie/~skerries/history/sources2.html
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1654-56 The Civil Survey  

This is also a record of land ownership in 1640. It was compiled between 1655 and 1667. It is more 

substantial and descriptive than the Books of Survey and Distribution. It also contains details of wills and 

deeds relating to land title. Records survive for only twelve counties only, Cork, Derry, Donegal, Dublin, 

Kildare, Kilkenny, Limerick, Meath, Tipperary, Tyrone, Waterford and Wexford. All of these have been 

published by the Irish Manuscripts Commission.  
 

1659 Pender's Census  

Produced by Sir William Petty, this census records the names of persons with title to land (tituladoes), the 

total numbers of English and Irish living in each townland, and the principal Irish names in each barony. 

Five counties, Cavan, Galway, Mayo, Tyrone and Wicklow, are not covered. The work was edited by 

Seamus Pender and published in 1939. (NLI I 6551 Dublin)  

 

1664 Hearth Money Rolls  

The Hearth Tax was levied on the basis of the number of hearths in each house; these Rolls list the 

householders' names, as well as this number. They seem to be quite comprehensive. Details of surviving 

lists will be found under the relevant counties. For the copies of the Hearth Money Rolls listed in The 

Public Record Office of Northern Ireland under "T.307", an index is available on the Public Search Room 
shelves.  

 

The Great Famine 

Many books and papers have been written on the Famine. The following is a small sample. 

The Irish Workhouses during the Great Famine, by T.P. O’Neill 

The Great Irish Famine, by Cormac Ó Gráda 

Famine, Land and Politics, British Government and Irish Society 1843-50, by Peter Gray 

This Great Calamity, The Irish Famine 1845-52, by Christine Kinealy 

 

The ‘Land Wars’ 
Though before his time, many now recognize James Fintan Lalor as the great analyst, strategist, and 

agitator who set the wheels in motion for the ‘land wars’. The campaign only truly got under way after 

Lalor’s death and Michael Davitt is the most well known figure in that movement. The biographies of both 

men give a good insight into the troubles and campaigns that gripped Irish tenant farmers in the nineteenth 

century.  

James Fintan Lalor, by T.P. O’Neill and translated from Irish by John T. Goulding. 

The life of Michael Davitt: With a history of the rise and development of the Irish national land league, by 

D. B. Cashman 

 

 

Balingarry and the Young Irelanders 

Brigadier-General Thomas Francis Meagher His Political and Military Career,Capt. W. F. Lyons, Burns 

Oates & Washbourne Limited 1869  

Young Ireland and 1848, Dennis Gwynn, Cork University Press 1949.  

 

The Cormack brothers 

Guilty or Innocent: The Cormack Brothers, by Nancy Murphy  

http://listsearches.rootsweb.com/th/read/CoTipperary/2006-08/1156192279 
http://www.tipperarylibraries.ie/local_studies/CormackBrothersPetition.shtml 

http://loughmore.blogspot.com/2008/05/nenagh-gaurdian-article.html 

 

http://www.ireland.com/ancestor/browse/counties/index.htm
http://listsearches.rootsweb.com/th/read/CoTipperary/2006-08/1156192279
http://www.tipperarylibraries.ie/local_studies/CormackBrothersPetition.shtml
http://loughmore.blogspot.com/2008/05/nenagh-gaurdian-article.html
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Manor Houses 

A very colourful human look at the establishment, glory days, and fading away of the manor house in 

Ireland is provided in the following: 

The Big House In Ireland: An Illustrated Anthology, by Valerie Pakenham  

An insight into the houses of the offshoots of the aristocracy, the parsons, the dowagers, and the merchants 
up to the end of the Georgian era is provided in the following: 

Classic Irish Houses of the Middle Size, Maurice Craig 

The transition away from fortified dwellings to the grand halls with ‘more glass than wall’ is illustrated by 

Hardwick Hall in Chesterfield: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardwick_Hall 

 

The Trants and Dovea 

The Trant papers held at the National Library of Ireland comprise one of the most extensive set of family 

documents that the Library holds. It has ample reading, with lots of interesting side avenues, for anyone 

with an interest in studying the family further. The Trant story typifies an era, but yet is interesting in its 

own right as a purely human story. It is a great credit to the foresight of later generations of the Trants that 
their papers were opened to the Nation and that the transition of the old estate to its new purpose was 

gracious.    

For a flavour of the final era of the Trants at Dovea, and life in the struggling manor house during the 

transition to a new administration in Ireland, the following book has great interest: 

Just across the Water, by Ion Trant 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compiled by Tom O’Neill 

We would welcome insights, clarifications, corrections, and further information at 

Tomo@laragh.com 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardwick_Hall
mailto:Tomo@laragh.com

